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 “In the developing world drama, the future is with English and it is an indispensable tool, 
a cementing force, a key, a bird, and a channel for promoting international contacts. 
Hence, it is wiser on the whole to foster this bird in hand.” 
–  K.R.S. Iyengar 
ABSTRACT     
Of all the languages in the world today English deserves to be regarded as 
a world language. It is the world‟s most widely spoken language. The first Prime 
Minister of India a great visionary and statesman Jawaharlal Nehru, himself a 
master of English language, contended that English will inevitably remain an 
important language for us because of our past associates and also because of its 
present importance in the world. He visualized this fact long ago.  
Globalisation is creating a rapidly increasing demand for engineers who 
have the ability to deal effectively with professionals from other cultures and 
countries. The English language is de-facto standard in cross national 
communication among engineers. With the whole world becoming one global 
market and result-oriented, professionals are facing new challenges in effective 
communication every day. Students of professional colleges require an ever 
increasing range of skills to maintain relevance with the global environment of 
the new millennium. So proficiency in English enables the individuals to land 
better jobs in business and industry. That is why, there is a great demand for 
English and it has a lot of “surrender value”. It also provides good social status in 
the community and we need English in the present day context to be the bridge 
between us and the outside world. So leaning the language is the need of the hour 
for the professional students.  
The object of this paper is to analyze the problems of students in learning 
the language and suggest some techniques or activity based learning in order to 
include interest among students in learning English for equipping them with the 
essential skills. It enables and enhances learner‟s proficiency in the use of English 
language as a means of self-expression in real life situations.  
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Introduction 
In this world of technology, 
English serves as the uniting element, 
giving all entrepreneurs and small 
companies a better change and greater 
advantage over those who lack the 
competence in this language. Success in 
this competitive environment depends not 
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just on acquiring knowledge and technical 
skills but also on developing effective 
technical communication skills. This is an 
era of globalization where man has 
witnessed tremendous development in the 
field of technology. One of the major 
forces of globalization in India has led to 
an overwhelming demand for engineers 
across the globe. The last few years have 
witnessed an unprecedented rise in the 
number of skilled professional in India, 
employed by both local and multi-national 
companies. With the whole world 
becoming one global market and result-
oriented, professionals are facing new 
challenges in effective communication 
every day. 
 Hence effective communication is 
the primary challenge to engineers 
irrespective of their field of specialization. 
English for engineering students lays stress 
not only on all four language skills – 
listening, reading, speaking and writing, 
but it also analyses and determines which 
language skills are most needed by the 
students. Though the professional students 
are well-versed in their subjects without 
the ability of speaking skills their success 
would not have been possible in the 
competitive world. Learning language in 
fact is the great tool, which has made 
opportunities possible.  
The professional student has to 
update themselves according to the 
changes in the society. The people who are 
not responsive to change will not survive 
in the competitive world. An engineer 
requires effective oral communication skill 
in several formal communicative 
situations, like meetings conferences, 
group discussions, panel discussions, 
interview, teleconferences, video-
conferencing, seminar, workshops and 
symposiums. So, a fairly high degree of 
proficiency in English and excellent 
communication skills enhance students 
employability. Keeping in view the 
increasing importance of English for 
career purposes, the teachers has to 
inculcate zeal in the students to learn the 
language. Students though, interested in 
learning English various key factors play 
vital role in distracting their attention from 
language learning.  
So, it is an indisputable fact that 
English is the dominant voice in all the 
fields. It is commonly accepted that 
communication skills are very important to 
survive in the current corporate 
environment. The students also do not 
dispute the fact that communication skills 
are crucial for getting good placements 
and even more so, to be successful in their 
careers. The students accept the fact that 
most of them are weak in this area. The 
irony however is that even after realizing 
the fact that these skills are important the 
students display a singular dislike for 
improving the skill set.  In this situation 
how can we make change a “desired 
future” for our students? Students should 
develop a yearning for learning and 
acquisition of language skills.  
The teacher has to introduce the 
Integrated Skills Approach in the 
classroom that means teaching all the 
language skills weaved in one activity, is 
an accepted panacea for the problems 
faced by the teachers to cope with the time 
and need-based courses. Introduce the 
activities which aim to motivate and meet 
the needs of the learners. Learning a 
language is not a system of unchanging 
rigid rules; it is a live medium of 
communication. Therefore learning a 
language is internalizing the processes of 
communication of negotiating meanings 
through sustained interpersonal 
interactions, of developing skills for 
performing various functions or roles and 
carrying out various tasks in different 
situations. Sadly, it is ignored and we have 
students who pass examinations with good 
marks but who are unable to cope with 
challenges of operating in real situations in 
the world outside, where a proficient use 
of English is required.  
So, the teacher has to help the 
students acquire the language by creating 
the right atmosphere. The learner should 
be given enough opportunity for language 
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use and they should feel secure to express 
themselves in the target language without 
any fear of ridicule. The teacher‟s main 
purpose is to create a warm, relaxed and 
non-threatening atmosphere in the class-
room, with a view to encourage the 
learners to use the language to express 
themselves.   
When the technology is changing 
at such a rate, we as teachers have a great 
role to play. We need to update ourselves 
with the changes in technology on a 
regular basis. One has to remember that 
“to teach is to learn again.” As you see 
from Figure the mirror image of “teach” is 
“learn”. If the teacher ceases to learn 
he/she do not dare to teach. A good teacher 
should always be a good student 
throughout his life.  
 
Thus the old Techniques for 
handling language classes are out of place. 
New and innovative techniques are to be 
adopted as per the needs of the 
professional courses the students take up. 
The teacher has to be skillful enough to 
shift the responsibility of learning from the 
teacher to the learners and facilitate the 
process. 
The objectives of the language skills 
 Makes the speaking easy and instill 
interest among the students 
 To make them employable 
 Removes the fear of speaking 
before the people 
 To express one‟s ideas and 
thoughts  
 To give factual information 
 To establish intra personal and 
interpersonal relations 
 To maintain social contacts on a 
friendly level 
Aristotle remarked that “language is 
power”. The ability to speak is a short cut 
to distinction. And English is the language 
of today that promises new vistas of 
success and opportunities for its users. A 
good foundation in English ensures quality 
higher education and good prospects in job 
placements.  
There is a mismatch between the 
English needs of the society and the 
English education provided by the 
educational institutions in India. Even after 
10-15 years of systematic teaching of 
English as a core subject the average 
Indian graduate seldom possesses English 
speech and communication skills.   
Teaching and Learning Activities 
 Now a days we see that there is a 
tremendous progress in information and 
communication technology and this is 
greatly influencing contemporary 
technique. Keeping in view „change is the 
law of nature‟ in mind, we, the teacher of 
21
st
 century should shed the traditional 
concepts and techniques of classroom 
teaching and should adopt the recent and 
innovative teaching techniques.  
Developing language skills is a 
matter of how to activate the students 
optimally in their work with adequate 
material, exercises and assignments in the 
classroom. Organizing the students in 
groups (in pairs or in groups of 3 or 4 
students) is probably the most efficient 
method to activate all students as much as 
possible during the class. These activities 
should give students an understanding of 
workplace realities, and motivate their 
language acquisition. 
Above all, a teacher of English 
language must be innovative, imaginative 
and resourceful. The process of 
globalization has invariably made its mark 
on the language of the world in general 
and English in particular. Hence so as to 
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compete with other countries teacher has 
to adopt new techniques and skills to 
change socio-economic scenario of the 
nation. The teacher has to stimulate the 
learner and encourage learner involvement 
in the language learning process.        
1. Shrinking story: -  
This activity improves the 
Speaking + Listening comprehension + 
writing skills of the student. Teacher 
has to select one small story. In this 
activity the teacher has to select 5 
students among the class and asked to 
leave the class. The rest of the class is 
read out a story twice and after the 
second reading they have to make a 
summary of the story. Then the first 
student asked to come in and listens to 
the story once and he has to reproduce 
the same. The second student is also 
called in and listens to the story. The 
rest of the class note down which of 
the important points are mentioned. 
Student 2 tells the story to student 3, 
student 3 to student 4, and student 4 to 
the last one. Student 5 tells the story to 
the class. 
Using their notes, the students who were 
listening and observing, report on the 
changes in the story. Then the original 
read once again. 
Story:-  
The teacher has to select a small story with 
confusing names, things and places. For    
instance  
  Mr. Bejan Daruwalla and his 
wife Roshini along with his two 
children Reshma and Rashmi 
arriving at Bangalore from 
Mumbai by flight No. IC370 at 
7.30am. They are being met at 
the airport by their estate 
Manager Rustom Shapunji, who 
will take them in Mercedes at 
10:30am via Cunnigham Road, 
Longford Town, Trinity Circle 
and Arugodi to celebrate 
Rashmi’s birthday. 
When I conducted this activity in my class 
I observed so many changes in the story 
like Daruwalla changed into daruwaja, 
Shapunji changed into shampooji, Arugodi 
changed into Pakodi etc… These kinds of 
activities improve their listening ability. 
2. Newspaper Activity: 
The teacher read the newspaper 
loudly with correct stress and 
pronunciation. The students listen 
to the news with proper attention. 
After that the student has to read 
the same piece of article with 
correct accent. This activity shows 
how well they are listening to the 
article. 
3. Group work or pair work: 
The Photographs/ pictures are cut 
out. Then the other member is to 
comment on it. 
a) Describe the picture: The 
students have to describe 
the picture like there is a 
man or woman 
crying………. 
b) Speculate the news: The 
students have to understand 
the news and speculate like 
“it could be or it may be or 
might be…… 
4. Opinions:  
When the teacher asks for opinions 
on controversial topics or situation, 
a lot of discussion can be 
generated. The teacher has to give 
a topic to the students for example: 
“The present day youth are 
completely distracted from studies 
due to the technology and 
becoming spoiled” 
Procedure: The students can be 
divided into groups and discuss 
and finally come out with their 
opinions. Here, the students will be 
using a lot of language to 
communicate their ideas.   
5. Dreams / Ambitions:  
Every one of us has ambitions and 
all of us would like to talk about 
our dreams and ambitions. This 
activity is open ended and leads to 
a lot of speaking.  
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Organization: Individual 
Procedure: Ask the students to 
write their dreams and ambitions 
for 5 minutes after that asks them 
to present in the class.  
6. Optimist and pessimists:  
It improves the skill of speaking 
and expressing different points of 
view. 
Procedure: Two teams one student 
from Team A (optimists) should 
make a statement which a student 
from team B should oppose. Then 
it is the turn of Team B to make a 
statement which a student from 
Team A would oppose. Leaders 
from each group will note all the 
statements and then evaluate them. 
7. Multi – Tasking:  
This activity focuses on one‟s 
ability to concentrate on different 
things at the same time. It tests 
memory, numerical skills and 
social skills of the students. The 
teacher will give instructions to the 
students. Allot 30 minutes for this 
task. 
Procedure: one student stands at 
the table and has to count the 
currency notes set between pages 
of a book and coins of different 
denominations sprinkled all over 
the table. While doing so he/she 
has to answer various questions 
asked by the students politely and 
with a smile and proper eye-
contact. 
8. M.E.L test: (Memory Efficiency 
Level):  
This is a wonderful activity. At 
first students may think that it‟s 
very simple but it‟s a little bit 
difficult. It tests the memory power 
of the students. 
Procedure: The teacher asks the 
first question to the student then 
the student is not supposed to 
answer the question. When the 
teacher asks the second question 
then the student has to answer the 
first question. Like this it follows 
up to twenty questions. 
9. Supplying questions:  
 It improves the question framing 
ability of the students. The teacher 
has to give short replies to the 
students and asked them to supply 
questions to them. For instance:  
 Ten miles 
 For an interview 
 Three wickets 
 Yesterday 
 Surya and Vamsi 
Now its students turn to frame the 
questions like Ten miles – how far 
your house from this college. 
10. Picture description: 
The teacher has to show some 
pictures to the students and ask 
them to describe the picture in their 
own words. If the teacher selects 
the pictures related to motivation it 
will be not only be beneficial to 
students but also encourages them 
in their lives.                                    
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To conclude, I found it profitable 
to use these activities to make the students 
to learn the language. Most of the students 
are motivated through these activities. The 
teacher must be a researcher and also a 
learner. He or she must be a good 
motivator because motivation accelerates 
language learning. The teacher has to 
make the students to understand the 
importance of learning language. This kind 
of teaching / learning through activities 
takes the “pain” out of teaching any 
language and makes learning to 
communicate effectively a “pleasure” for 
the student. I conclude by quoting Shiv 
Khera‟s apt quotation that “The best 
teachers will not give something to drink, 
they will make you thirsty. They will put 
you on a path to seek answers.”  
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